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What do we mean
by an

“Electronic Record”?
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Having a clearly thought out plan,
and defensibly administering it,

for all important pieces of information,
cradle to grave.
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Excerpt from Wikipedia, 2013-08-10

“Records management, or RM, is the practice of maintaining the records of an organization from the
time they are created up to their eventual disposal. This may include classifying, storing, securing,
and destruction (or in some cases, archival preservation) of records.

Records and information management (RIM) is the field of management responsible for the efficient
and systematic control of the creation, receipt, maintenance, use, and disposition of records,
including processes for capturing and maintaining evidence of and information about business
activities and transactions in the form of records. 
Records are recorded information, regardless of medium or characteristics, made or received by
an organization in pursuance of legal obligations or in the transaction of business. 
An inactive record is a record that is no longer needed to conduct current business but is being
preserved until it meets the end of its retention period, such as when a project ends, a product line
is retired, or the end of a fiscal reporting period is reached. These records may hold business, legal,
fiscal, or historical value for the entity in the future and, therefore, are required to be maintained
for a short or permanent duration. Records are managed according to the retention schedule. Once 
the life of a record has been satisfied according to its predetermined period and there are no legal
holds pending, it is authorized for final disposition, which may include destruction, transfer, or
permanent preservation. 

Throughout the records life cycle, issues such as security, privacy, disaster recovery, emerging
technologies, and mergers are addressed by the RIM professional. 

A record can be either a tangible object or digital information: for example, birth certificates,
medical x-rays, office documents, databases, application data, and e-mail. Records management is
primarily concerned with the evidence of an organization's activities, and is usually applied according
to the value of the records rather than their physical format.”
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Excerpt from ISO 15489-1: 2001
The ISO 15489-1: 2001 standard (“ISO 15489-1:2001”) defines
records management as “[the] field of management
responsible for the efficient and systematic control of the
creation, receipt, maintenance, use and disposition of records,
including the processes for capturing and maintaining evidence
of and information about business activities and transactions in
the form of records.”[1]

The ISO 15489-1:2001 defines records as “information
created, received, and maintained as evidence and information
by an organization or person, in pursuance of legal obligations
or in the transaction of business.”[2] While there are many
purposes of and benefits to records management, as both this
definition highlights, a key feature of records is their ability to
serve as evidence of an event. Proper records management
can help preserve this feature of records. 
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Having a clearly thought out plan,
and defensibly administering it,

for all important pieces of information,
cradle to grave.
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5 Important Ws
Who is most accountable for this information?

What kind of content and what format is it in?

For example: A field in a database that shows a user
clicked “I agree”, a paper or electronic application form,
a notification email, an expert's audio diagnosis or it’s
subsequent transcript, a receptionist's visitor log,
an I.T. journal, a departmental report, a press release...

When would be the best milestone moment(s) for that record
to be managed?

Where is the most meaningful location of this infortmation?

Why are you managing this: Does it still hold business, legal,
fiscal, or historical value?
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Common Considerations

Between the information’s initial receipt/creation and
its final disposition, consider:

• Security
• Privacy
• Ease of Access and Capture
• Disaster Recovery/Business Continuity
• Audit Trail, and Facilitating External Audits
• Required Retention Periods
• Obligated Holds
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Software to Make It All Easier

ERPs
Accounting
Order Management

and 

Document Management
Content Management
Records Management
Information Management
Many Application-Specific Databases
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Typically 2 Types of Software

Structured, Dynamic Data Applications
Ones: SAP, Oracle
Tens: Great Plains, Business Vision, Baan...
Hundreds: HairSalon 6000,
Flowershop Express, etc...

Semi-structured Content Applications
Ones: Documentum, Oracle, OpenText
Tens: Hyland, Laserfiche, Content Central, ...
Hundreds: Box, myDigitalOffice,
Scan n' File Pro, etc...
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Structured, Dynamic Data
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Structured, Dynamic Applications

Ensure it captures the metrics your organization deems
important for records management.

Does it permit your to know the 5 Ws?

Can you virtually “roll-back” to see how things were on
a given date?

Typically has strategic value in maintaining smooth
systems operation.

Many of these vendors acquired companies selling the
other (complementary) type: semi-structured content.
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Semi-
Structured

Frozen Content

A legal agreement,
as a snapshot in time,
of many pieces of data,
put into a particularly
meaningful context
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Semi-Structured Content Applications

Handles the stuff that the structured,
dynamic apps don't do very well.

Typically: documents (scanned pages, electronic office files,
electronic forms, photos, audio recordings).

About 5 times the storage volume of the structured,
dynamic content.

Typically more valuable for supporting individual
transactions. The software people have recently  acquired
when they say they are “going paperless”.

Brings the 5 W's to “the rest” of your content.
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Semi-Structured Content Applications
This is what we're focusing on today, as this is newer,
this is what most people need help with,
and this is the aspect that most often correlates with
'Records Management', which is why you're all here.

There is so much hype and confusion that it's very easy
to get swallowed up into buying something useless.
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Know Thyself

Before you start, you need to understand
(not just identify) your motivators
(targets and obstacles).

Where do you want to be, compared to now,
in 6 months, 18 months, and 36 months?

Work with vendor to fully arrive at realistic ROI
justifications for all possibilities.
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Know Thyself

You need to know the ways ERM can help your
organization.

In addition to procurement and implementation
costs, there are also ongoing costs that must be
considered.

Do your requirements, volumes
and staffing/scheduling permit
in-house processing?

Outsourcing can save you money, but
distance you from your expertise if not careful

Outsourcing can also create dependency
and difficulties to return to 'in-house' some day.
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Know Thyself
Knowing all of the above, prioritize for scope and
implementation sequence.

What will be the most likely “cultural” first step?

What will be the most manageable volume and complexity
for a quick “win” to establish good momentum and positive
“buzz” or “chatter”?

Would it be worthwhile consolidating volume and complexity
before starting?
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Who's binding whom?
Discovery time is good.
When are we finished?
Is it right to constrain our partners?
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Discovery: The Solution's Power
Is Often Tied To The Document

Find out which are the key document records.

Follow the document.

Who does it touch?

What milestones en route?

Any obvious opportunities?

When is it “frozen”, and when does it “die”?
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There's more benefits and opportunities when
looking at the coordination of different functions

It's worth spending the extra prep time
beforehand, more than many other types of
project. Be prepared with “milestone” progress
responses even before you start the installation:
execs will get anxious to hear of progress,
because of that longer prep cycle.
“We finished 60% of the departmental interviews,
and are at 75% of the study phase.”

Don't limit yourself to one department overall
(unless unchangable reasons dictate)—you're
implementing a process, often spanning
multiple departments.
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It's Not Personal—It's Just Business

You can still probably “rightsize” your vendor's proposal
(eliminate or defer some parts and replace those with
others now).

Put in T's and C's that vendor must justify every line item
(and not consolidate them), and if they are found out later
to not be required (but were justified as required), then
they are free.

Fine tune your cost to what you want delivered.

Have your vendor revise your earlier ROI so that you can
easily defend it, if need be.
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You Can Do This: Let Your
Business Sense Guide You

Avoid a lemon

Don't veer off the real path

Full disclosure: what's included, and what benefits
can be expected for each phase

Preparation and cooperation: a sound plan
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Your partner must be fairly flexible

You must be reasonably flexible too

Preparation and cooperation: a sound plan

Your culture defines your comfort level
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Take A Good Hard Look At Your Culture

Your culture cannot be overestimated

Plan a mini-marketing campaign as to
how the project will be perceived,
and managed.

Let NOTHING destroy the mood
& momentum
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Prepare, or Expect Disaster

~25%  Passively Promoting Failure

~5% Active Poisoners

Need carrots and sticks
to avoid potential
bedlam
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Both kinds of Records

What pains or needs?

Double initial time frame. At least.

Blue-Sky for 6, 18 and 36 months?

Can software help you accomplish this?

What departments and workgroups involved?

What kinds of documents involved?

Size of department(s), volumes of records?

Feasible with the culture of impacted users?

A Well Seasoned Recipe
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Iinitial SMART objectives.

Disclosed budget is 75%. Rest for over-runs
& tactical extras, plus incentives.

Find vendors/products from those you trust.

Record the benedits the vendors volunteer.

Get exec buy-in: just make them aware for now.

Release restrictive Ts & Cs to vendors.

Forget any that don't include realistic discovery time.

Make challenging demand:
see how they accommodate you.
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Observe demos: which vendors “get” it.

Have SMA and SME attend.

Facilitate meetings, observe vendors & users.

Internal meeting (or 2) with same users:
note initial feedback for cultural highlights.

Feedback in later meetings is more attributable
to functionality.

Force all to be in support of revised SMART objectives.
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Itemize and prioritize justifications for every line item.

Adjust phase 1.

Discuss each with sales and technical person.
Must meet objectives.

Once minimized, decide extras you may add things back
to sweeten success.

Trust vendor with tweaks (livable) to SMART objectives,
to ensure achievability.

Review proposals meeting objectives & buy-in:
which make most business sense,
and fit with the cultural changes required?
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Questions?

Monitor,
And Maintain The Path To

Success 
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